List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- **Neighbors and Northeast Asia**/ by Mongolia. Institute for Strategic Studies. Ulaanbaatar: Institute for Strategic Studies, 2012 [327.5 MON (057890)]
- **Democratic transitions in the Arab World: present challenges**/ by Aman Kwatra. New Delhi: Delhi Policy Group Publication, 2013 [321.809174927 KWA (057891)]
- **Nuclear Weapons: the state of play**/ by Ramesh Thakur (ed) & Gareth Evans (ed). Canberra: Centre for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament, 2013 [355.825119 THA (057892)]
- **Toppling Qaddafi: Libya and the limits of liberal intervention**/ by Christopher S Chivvis. Delhi: Cambridge University Press, 2014 [961.205 CHI (057894)]
- **Armed conflicts in South Asia 2013: transitions**/ by D Suba Chandran (ed) & P R Chari (ed). New Delhi: Routledge, 2014 [303.6405 CHA (057895)]
- **Foreign policy analysis: classic and contemporary theory**/ by Valerie M Hudson. 2nd ed. Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2014 [327.101 HUD (057896)]
- **Maoist mayhem on rise: states failed to coordinate**/ by M N Panicker. Delhi: Wisdom Publications, 2012 [320.5320954 PAN (057897)]
- **Purple legacy: Indian air force helicopters in service of the nation**/ by Rajesh Isser. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2012 [358.41830954 ISS (057900)]
- **Selected works of Jawaharlal Nehru (2nd series) (Vol-56)**/ by Madhavan K Palat (ed). New Delhi: Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Fund, 2014 [954.042 PAL (057901)]
- **Selected works of Jawaharlal Nehru (2nd series) (Vol-57)**/ by Madhavan K Palat (ed). New Delhi: Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Fund, 2014 [954.042 PAL (057902)]
- **Andaman and Nicobar Islands: India’s untapped strategic assets**/ by Sanat Kaul. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2015 [954.88 KAU (057904)]
- **Andaman and Nicobar Islands: India’s untapped strategic assets**/ by Sanat Kaul. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2015 [954.88 KAU (057905)]


From Kutch to Tashkent: the Indo-Pakistan war of 1965/ by Farooq Bajwa. London: C Hurst Co (Publishers) Ltd, 2013 [954.9045 BAJ (057934)]


Networks of rebellion: explaining insurgent cohesion and collapse/ by Paul Staniland. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2014 [303.64 STA (057936)]

India and Bhutan: the strategic imperative (IDSA Occasional Paper No.36)/ by P Stobdan. New Delhi: Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, 2014 [327.5405498 STO (057937)]

India and Bhutan: the strategic imperative (IDSA Occasional Paper No.36)/ by P Stobdan. New Delhi: Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, 2014 [327.5405498 STO (057938)]


India and the first world war 1914-1918/ by Rana T S Chhina. New Delhi: United Service Institution of India, 2014 [940.354 CHH (057940)]